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Abstract
This paper reports the challenges that users experienced and
their concerns regarding the Chrome compromised credentials notification. We adopted a two-step approach to uncover
the issues of the notification, including qualitatively analyzing
users’ online comments and conducting semi-structured interviews with participants who had received the notification. We
found that users’ issues with the notification are associated
with five core aspects of the notification: the authenticity of
the notification, data breach incidents, Google’s knowledge
of users’ compromised credentials, multiple accounts being
associated with one notification, and actions recommended by
the notification. We also identified the detailed challenges and
concerns users had regarding each aspect of the notification.
Based on the results, we offer suggestions to improve the design of browser-based compromised credential notifications
to support users in better protecting their online accounts.

1

Introduction

The widespread availability of usernames and passwords exposed by data breaches remains a big threat to users and organizations. According to the Verizon 2021 data breach investigations report [9], credentials are the primary means by which
an attacker hacks into an organization, with 61% of breaches
attributed to leveraged credentials. By using the breached
credentials, an adversary can try to log into other systems
based on the assumption that users often reuse their credentials across multiple systems [18, 23, 88]. Credential stuffing,
as this is known, is dangerous to both users and organizations.
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Figure 1: Chrome’s Pop-up Compromised Credential Notification
For instance, in 2020, the credentials (i.e., username-password
pairs) of over 530,000 Zoom teleconferencing accounts were
found for sale on the dark web [108]. The credential information was not from any breach at Zoom itself; it was obtained
through credential stuffing. This incident led many companies worldwide, including Google, SpaceX, and NASA [71],
to ban the use of Zoom [108] and other video conferencing
apps. If their accounts are hijacked, users can lose access to
important information and documents and even suffer from
fraudulent transactions, unauthorized fund transfers, other financial losses as well as impersonation [61].
In response, service providers and product developers started alerting users when their credentials appear
in breaches. Compromised credential checking [118] has
been adopted in browsers [94, 103], password managers
(PMs) [101], browser extensions [20], and mobile devices
(e.g., iPads [56] and smartphones [83]) to notify users when
their passwords and/or usernames appear in the leaked data
sets. For instance, Have I Been Pwned (HIBP) [59] is a website that allows users to check whether their personal data
(e.g., phone number) has been compromised by data breaches.
Browsers such as Firefox [107] and Microsoft Edge [103] are
making use of HIBP to warn their users about leaked pass-

words. Google uses a similar approach to alert Chrome users
if any username-password pairs saved in their Google account
have been breached [47]. Specifically, whenever a user signs
in to or registers on a site, a pop-up notification is triggered
if the credentials used have been found in a data breach [43]
(see Figure 1).
The notification about compromised credentials is different
from warnings about an invalid TLS certificate, phishing, or
other security issues. For instance, a phishing warning is often
presented when a web page is considered suspicious [122].
In other words, no harm has been done yet (e.g., users have
not been tricked into providing personal information) when
the phishing warning pops up. In contrast, the notification
of compromised credential alerts users that their credentials
have already been leaked. The notification nudges users to
take action to reduce the risk of account hijacking.
Prior studies focused on security warnings about phishing,
malware, and invalid certificates. Researchers discovered that
most people do not pay attention to the warnings [99], do not
read the warning text [106] or do not fully understand it [12,
14], are unaware of the risks behind the warning [26], and
simply fail to act on the warnings [40]. Design guidelines [10,
31, 53] and mechanisms (e.g., polymorphic warnings [16])
have been implemented to help users better understand the
warnings [14] and respond to them [12, 40].
Users’ perceptions about the browser-based compromised
credential notification have received little attention. The most
relevant work was conducted by Redmiles [95], who studied
participants’ responses to suspicious login incidents on their
Facebook accounts. The results suggest that users often seek
out additional information to understand the incident, that
their threat models affect their understanding of the incident,
and that their response behaviors are informed by their understanding of the incident. Other studies report that users’
awareness of credentials compromises was so low that they
might not take effective action (e.g., reset passwords) [12] or
might not act until long after they receive a password breach
email (i.e., a mean time of 26.3 days) [58]. However, no
study has yet been conducted to specifically investigate users’
perceptions of the browser-based compromised credential
notification.
As compromised credential checking by web browsers is
gaining popularity, there is a need to understand end users’ perceptions. Differing from the notification of breached credentials of a certain account (e.g., Facebook accounts [95]), compromised credential notifications from browsers alert users
concerning all credential information for an account that was
potentially exposed in credential breaches. Millions of users
have received such notifications [22], yet end users’ perceptions, especially the issues and concerns they may have, have
not been studied. An investigation of the challenges users are
facing can inform the future design of such notifications to
improve the user experience and help to better protect their
accounts. Since Chrome has the greatest market share among

web browsers [1], our study focused on the perceptions of
Chrome users who had received a Chrome compromised credential notification (referred to in this paper as “3CN”).
We conducted our investigation through analysis of online
comments and interviews with participants. By analyzing
users’ online comments, we discovered various challenges
they experienced and concerns they had regarding the 3CN.
We later explored the reasoning behind the identified issues
through semi-structured interviews with participants who had
received at least one 3CN.
Our work makes the following contributions. First, to the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first to investigate the
challenges and concerns of users in relation to browser-based
compromised credential notification. Second, we discovered
that users’ issues with the 3CN were associated with five core
aspects of the notification. We also reported the detailed challenges and concerns users had regarding each core aspect of
the notification. Last, we made design suggestions about better ways to communicate risks to users, to improve users’ risk
comprehension, to address users’ concerns, and to motivate
users to take action to protect their online accounts.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
Google Password Checkup

Google’s Password Checkup allows users to check the security of the passwords that they have saved in Chrome’s
password manager. This feature was originally released as a
Chrome extension in 2019 [94] and was integrated into the
browser in October 2019. As of February 2022, it is turned on
by default in Chrome, but it can be turned off manually [47].
There are two ways for users to learn about their exposed
passwords and usernames. In the first case, by turning on the
Chrome setting “Warn you if your passwords are exposed
in a data breach,” users will get a pop-up notification on the
website where they try to log in or register with exposed credentials (see Figure 1) [46]. The content of the 3CN has been
updated several times with minor changes [54, 86] to convey
the same takeaway message – the user’s credentials have been
found publicly online, and the user is advised to change the
compromised passwords. From the moment the notification
pops up, users have two options: click on “Close” to shut
the notification or click on “Check Passwords” to be directed
to chrome://settings/passwords to see the general information about their saved accounts. By clicking on “Check
Passwords,” users are directed to see all the detected issues
with their saved credentials, including “Compromised passwords,” “Weak passwords,” and “Reused passwords,” if there
are any. For each account listed on the page, users can see
the account’s username, check the current password for the
account, edit the saved credentials of the account, or remove
the saved account (see Figure 2a). If users wish to change the
password of an account, they are directed to the website to

Figure 2: Screenshots of the researcher’s Google account passwords displayed when they click “Check Passwords” on the 3CN
warning. Users can show, edit, or remove passwords by clicking the three-dot menu (a) or can update their saved passwords in
Chrome (b).
make the change there. After clicking on the “Change password” button (see Figure 2b), a note of “Already changed this
password?” is shown under the button. Users are then directed
to update their saved password to match their new password
on Chrome. The second way to check password security is to
manually go through several steps in the browser (i.e., Open
Chrome → Settings → Passwords → Check Passwords) to
get to the same page to learn about the issues that Chrome
password manager has identified [47].
Chrome password manager never learns the plaintext of
user credentials during password checking. By using multiple rounds of hashing, k-anonymity, and private set intersection with blinding [45, 111], Google can tell whether a user’s
credentials are compromised without knowing their unsafe
username-password pair exposed by the data breach [46].
Specifically, Chrome first encrypts users’ credentials and
sends the encrypted credentials to Google servers to compare against an encrypted list of known leaked credentials.
If the Google servers detect a match between the encrypted
credentials, Chrome displays the 3CN that suggests the user
change their password [45]. The detailed protocol of Google’s
Password Checkup is described in [111], and a simplified illustration of the protocol can be found in [45].

2.2

Risk Communication and Warnings

The main goal of risk communication is to inform individuals of risks so that they can make informed decisions [77].
Experts usually design the communication and deliver it to individuals. The communication can take the form of warnings,
notices, status indicators, and polices [35]. It has been found
that the mental models of technical experts and users are not
always the same [73]. Therefore, one cannot assume that the

experts recognize what users need to know [32]. Guidelines
have been proposed to improve the design of risk communication [24, 81], such as dispelling misconceptions [13].
As one type of risk communication, security warnings have
received considerable attention. Much work has been done
to evaluate the various types of security warnings, including
browser warnings in general [6,10] and warnings about phishing [29, 90], malware [7], invalid certificates [5, 31], and PDF
downloads [7]. For instance, Akhawe and Felt [6] conducted
a field study to investigate people’s perceptions about Google
Chrome’s and Mozilla Firefox’s malware and phishing warnings. They found that the warnings were effective in practice
and suggested communicating security information to users.
Many issues regarding the security warnings were identified. Studies have shown that most people do not pay attention to the computer warnings [99], often do not read the
warning messages [16, 106], or do not fully understand the
warning [12, 26] because of the technical words used [14, 36].
Users become habituated to security warnings [63, 66], and
they end up not heeding them [40], even when the situation is
hazardous or sensitive (e.g., online banking) [99].
Methods and guidelines have been proposed to motivate
users to act on security warnings. For instance, varying the
appearance of warnings (i.e., polymorphic warnings [16]) can
help capture users’ attention and convince them to take action to mitigate a hazard [31]. Showing the warnings less
frequently has been shown to reduce the habituation effect [66, 121]. Attractors (e.g., icons, images, and colors) can
be effective in attracting users’ attention [15, 120]. Guidelines about how to design warnings also have been discussed [29, 31]. Suggested by Harbach et al. [53], several
steps should be taken to reduce the text’s difficulty as perceived by the user, such as keeping headlines simple, using

as few technical words as possible, and using short sentences.

2.3

Password Breaches

Researchers have explored users’ responses after password
breaches. Shay et al. [100] investigated users’ perceptions
about account hijacking. They found that users believed they
share responsibility for keeping the accounts secure. Redmiles [95] explored how users respond to a suspicious login
incident on their Facebook account. The results showed that
participants may reach out for support to understand the incident. Participants’ responses included on-platform behaviors
(e.g., changing passwords) and off-platform behaviors (e.g.,
adjusting the security setting). Bhagavatula et al. [11] examined whether and how constructively users changed their
passwords after a breach announcement and found that even
though the participants were likely to be affected, that few
users took action. Huh et al. [58] evaluated users’ reactions
upon receiving a LinkedIn password reset email and discovered that only 46% participants reset their passwords.

2.4

Password Reuse

People often reuse their passwords across accounts. One common strategy for users to cope with a large number of accounts
is to reuse passwords across different accounts [23, 104]. People report that the more accounts they have, the more they
reuse passwords across accounts [23, 85]. Researchers have
also investigated how people reuse their passwords. Users’
choice of passwords depends on whether they use the accounts frequently or perceive a greater need for account security. Some people reuse passwords that they have to enter
frequently [116], and other people tend to reuse passwords on
infrequently used accounts because those accounts were considered to have “less need for security” [104]. Furthermore,
other studies [37, 85] suggested that people tend to reuse passwords more on low-importance accounts and avoid reusing
passwords for high-importance accounts.

2.5

Password Managers

Password managers (PMs) can help users centrally store,
organize, and auto-fill passwords for local applications and
online services. There are three primary categories of password manager implementations: built into the browser (e.g.,
Firefox Monitor [107]), standalone password managers (e.g.,
1Password [101] and LastPass [68]), and password management within operating systems (e.g., Keychain Access on
Mac [119]).
Studies have been done to explore people’s perceptions
about PMs. Researchers have investigated the factors that
influence people’s intention to adopt PMs [62,104,105], users’
PM use [78, 89, 102], and perceived issues with PMs [48,
64]. For instance, Karole et al. [64] conducted a comparative

usability study of three PMs and found that users’ comfort
level with giving control to password managers influences
their perceptions of the PMs.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to study
users’ challenges with a browser-based compromised credential notification. We discovered five core aspects of the
notification with which users had issues. We further identified
the detailed challenges users experienced and concerns they
had regarding each aspect. Our qualitative analysis of online
comments and interviews allowed us to investigate not only
what problems users faced with notifications, but also why
these were problems. We believe these insights can improve
notification design and better secure users’ online accounts.

3

Method

We used a two-step approach to investigate the issues with
3CN. We first gathered and analyzed reviews, feedback, comments, and support requests posted on online platforms about
3CN. This approach allowed us to uncover a wide range of issues and concerns users had regarding the notification. Unless
otherwise noted, we refer in this paper to all these types of
collected data as “comments.” To better understand users’ reasoning for their concerns and challenges, we then conducted
interviews with Chrome users who had received a 3CN. In
this section, we describe our online comments collection, interview process, data analysis, and our method’s limitations.

3.1

Data Collection

3.1.1

User Comments

We collected comments because they are considered promising and helpful data for studying users. Such comments contain a wealth of information about users’ opinions, challenges,
and experiences with systems and services [57, 60]. The abundance of online comments can be reliable and relevant indicators of the quality of the services and products from
users’ perspectives [75]. Analyzing user reviews has been
frequently used by developers and researchers to understand
and evaluate issues with many products, including mobile
applications [70, 114], e-commerce services [74, 124], and
websites [57, 117].
We gathered users’ comments from various online platforms. The platforms included the Google Chrome Help Center [41], Reddit [3], news websites (e.g., The Verge [51]), IT
support sites (e.g., WeLiveSecurity [34]), and Q & A websites (e.g., Quora [2]).1 As our focus was on the issues and
concerns users had regarding the 3CN, Chrome Help Center
support requests [41] were the primary source for gathering
users’ comments. Specifically, we employed a keyword researching method [69] to search the Chrome Help Center
1 See

the list of online platforms at https://github.com/
AUXResearcher/SOUPS102/blob/main/Online_sources.pdf.

using several keywords or phrases, such as “password notification,” “compromised credentials,” and “password pop-up
alert.” We also used the Google search engine to search the
web for the same keywords, filtering the returned pages for
those that were indeed about the 3CN and contained users’
comments. We excluded pages without user comments (e.g.,
news websites [87]), pages about Chrome’s phishing warning [42], and page about other subjects unrelated to the 3CN.
We then manually checked the comments posted on each
web page to ensure that they contained sufficient information
regarding users’ perceptions, concerns, or actions regarding
the 3CN. We excluded comments that contained insufficient
information (e.g., a comment on [55] that stated “same issue”). We stopped searching and collecting comments when
data saturation was reached (§3.2). Users whose comments
we included in the study are referred to as OC-users (online
comment users).
# of
Participants

Demographic Categories
Gender

Age

Educational level

Occupations

Male
Female
19–29
30–39
40–49
50–59
60 or above
High school
Bachelor
Community college
Master
Post-graduate
University below bachelor
Apprenticeship
Student
Retired
Software developer
Accountant
An intervention worker
Occupation therapist
Theater technician
Product developer
Sport official
Stay-at-home mom
Business intelligence manager
Dermatologist
Business owner
Landscaper
Farmer
Project manager
IT specialist
Unemployed
Salesperson

11
11
6
7
4
3
2
2
9
2
6
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 1: Summary of participants’ demographics

3.1.2

Interviews

After gaining a sense of users’ issues with the 3CN, we conducted semi-structured interviews with users who had received such a notification. Participants were recruited using
Facebook advertisements. They were asked to fill out an eligibility survey.2 To be eligible to participate in the study,
2 See

the screening survey at https://github.com/AUXResearcher/
SOUPS102/blob/main/Screening_Survey.pdf.

they had to have received a 3CN within the two weeks before
filling out the survey. This study was approved by UBC’s research ethics board. Note that we did not recruit our interview
participants from among OC-users.
The interviews served as a complementary approach to
better explore users’ reasons for their concerns, challenges,
and actions (if any) regarding the notification. During each
interview, we asked open-ended questions to facilitate indepth discussion with the participants [27,82]. We focused on
exploring participants’ reasoning about their concerns, challenges, and actions (if there were any) regarding the 3CN. For
instance, during the interviews, we were able to explore participants’ reasoning for not acting on the notification. Specifically, some OC-users did not change passwords for accounts
they perceived as unimportant. We discovered through interviews that participants viewed accounts that do not have
personal or financial information as unimportant (§4.6).
Our interviews focused on four topics.3 First, we gained
a basic understanding of how users interact with Chrome to
manage their credentials. We asked such questions as, “For
what kinds of accounts do you save your credentials using
Chrome and why?” and “For which accounts do you reuse
your passwords and why?” Second, we explored participants’
experiences of receiving the 3CN by asking such questions
as, “What is your impression of the 3CN?” Next, we explored
users’ understanding of 3CN, their concerns about it (if there
were any), and their actions afterwards. We asked such questions as, “How do you think Chrome finds out about your
breached credentials?” To better explore users’ reasoning behind their concerns and actions, we asked follow-up questions.
For instance, when a participant chose to change passwords
for only some accounts, we explored their reasons behind
such an action. Finally, to further explore users’ unmet needs,
we asked participants whether there was anything they would
wanted to know regarding 3CN.

3.2

Data Analysis

We qualitatively analyzed users’ comments. Similar to many
prior studies (e.g., [19, 38]), we qualitatively analyzed the
comments using thematic analysis. Thematic analysis is a
widely used form of analysis within qualitative research that
allows patterns (i.e., themes) within the data to be identified [8,
109]. Specifically, we copied each relevant comment into a
spreadsheet with the username of the person who posted the
comment (referred to as “OC-user”), the time the comment
was posted, the content of the comment, and other information
we found relevant to the study (e.g., the screenshot of the popup warning the user shared). We then analyzed the comments
by generating codes mapped to relevant and important pieces
of information in the comments. This allowed us to develop
a codebook. Once all the comments were coded, we sorted
3 See

the interview guide at https://github.com/AUXResearcher/
SOUPS102/blob/main/Interview_Guide.pdf.

and grouped similar codes into themes. Then we reviewed
and revised the themes to ensure that each one was accurately
represented in the data. At this stage, we merged or broke
down themes as necessary [109].
We also conducted a thematic analysis of the interview data.
We started interview coding with the codebook developed
from analyzing the comments. Following the same steps,
we identified new codes and newly emerged themes. The
combination of online comments and interviews allowed us
to capture a more extensive picture of users’ challenges and
concerns, as well as their reasons behind them.

3.3

Limitations

Our study has several limitations. First, while we are confident that we reached data saturation during our analysis, we
reviewed comments from a limited number of sources. There
is also a chance that people used different usernames and
went on different sites asking for help about the same issues.
We might have missed web pages that were not returned by
the search engine because of our choice of search keywords.
Second, because of the nature of interviews, our data are
self-reported, which is always subjective [80] and may introduce selective memory bias [92]. Further, due to the nature of
qualitative research, our study and our data are not amenable
to generalizable quantification, such as the extent of the concerns in the target population. Our results point only to the
existence of the identified concerns.
Last, with the end-goal of informing the future design of
3CN to help users better protect their online accounts, we focused on exploring the interview participants’ considerations
of the notification, instead of participants’ individual differences (e.g., cultural background, educational background, or
previous experience with data breaches). Future studies could
be conducted to investigate whether and how people’s individual differences correlate with their perceptions of the 3CN.

4

Results

4.1

Data Description

We collected 539 online comments from 81 sources. Each
comment was posted using different usernames. Sources included 48 Google Chrome Help Center pages, 5 IT support
sites, 3 Q & A websites, 4 news websites, and 20 Reddit posts.
The earliest comment was posted on December 17, 2019, and
the last on July 8, 2021. The longest comment contained 524
words, while there were 5 words in the shortest. We stopped
the analysis when we reached thematic saturation after 493
comments [49, 57]. We coded 46 more comments to make
sure no new codes were identified. Overall, we generated 139
codes and organized them into 10 themes.4 As we focus on
4 See

the list of all identified themes at https://github.com/
AUXResearcher/SOUPS102/blob/main/Themes.pdf.

reporting the challenges users experienced and the concerns
they had regarding the 3CN in this manuscript, we excluded
the findings that were less relevant (e.g., users’ strategies of
creating credentials). We describe our reported five themes in
Appendix B.
We recruited a diverse set of 22 interview participants from
North America. The sample varied in age, occupation, and
education level. Interview participants (referred to as “participants”) were 20 to 74 years old (mean 40 and median 37),
11 of them identified as female (see the summary of participants’ demographic information in Table 1). Interviews were
conducted between August 2021 and January 2022. The interviews lasted an average of 26 minutes. Each participant was
compensated with CAD 15. Data saturation was reached after
19 participants. We continued interviewing three participants
and obtained no new codes [39]. We assigned 178 new codes
in addition to those from the analysis of online comments and
generated 11 new themes. In this manuscript, we reported 3 of
the 11 new themes and related codes that are related to users’
challenges with 3CN (see reported themes and codes in Appendix B). During the interview, some participants needed to
review the UI to answer our questions. Upon their request, we
showed them screenshots of the 3CN by the lead researcher
sharing her screen.
In the rest of this section, we report the challenges and concerns identified regarding 3CN. We found that users’ issues
with 3CN are mainly associated with five major core aspects
of the notification: the authenticity of the notification, data
breach incidents, Google’s knowledge of users’ compromised
credentials, multiple accounts being associated with one notification, and actions recommended by the notification. In
the following, we explained how users’ detailed challenges
and concerns are associated with the identified aspects of the
3CN (see Table 2). The mapping between our findings and
the identified themes is presented in Figure A.1.

4.2

Authenticity of the Notification

Believing the notification was a mistake. OC-users believed
the notification was shown to them even though there were
no security vulnerabilities. They therefore questioned the authenticity of the notification. To illustrate, OC-user128 commented: “It [i]s wrong! ... I only get this on a website that only
asks me for characters never the full password and chrome
can [no]t store it.” OC-user341 reported the same issue: “I’m
getting this from one[-]time password entries. ... [I] think you
guys need to reconsider the implementation.”
Misunderstanding that the cause of the notification was
nothing related to compromised credentials. Some OCusers and participants believed the problems with their credentials were not about the credentials being compromised.
Instead, they believe that the notification alerts them about
having weak passwords in general. For instance, OC-user337
commented: “The problem with this popup is weak passwords.

Core Aspects of 3CN
Authenticity of the notification

Data breach incidents

Google’s knowledge of users’ compromised credentials

Multiple accounts being associated with one 3CN

Actions recommended by 3CN

Users’ Perceived Challenges and Concerns
Believing the notification was a mistake
Misunderstanding that the cause of the notification was nothing related to compromised credentials
Lack of information about the “data breach incidents”
False assumption that the breach occurred on the website on which the notification appeared
Misunderstanding about Google being breached
Security concerns about Google
Lack of explanation of how Chrome finds users’ compromised credentials
False assumption that Chrome learns about users’ plaintext credentials
Misunderstanding about Google checking users’ non-saved credentials
Privacy concerns about Google’s management of users’ data
Concerns about losing control over own data
Lack of an explanation of why more than one account was found insecure with one 3CN
Notification appears on many websites
Lack of information about the severity of the risks
Lack of justification of the recommended action
Lack of motivation to take the recommended action
Challenges in managing new passwords
Lack of instructions for discontinued accounts

Table 2: The core aspects of 3CN and the detailed challenges OC-users and participants experienced and their concerns about
each aspect. Contents in the gray background indicate the identified concerns, and contents in the blank background indicate the
discovered challenges.
The end. It has nothing to do with breaches.” Another example
is OC-user69, who stated: “If I had to guess [the reason for
me getting the notification], Google is probably just pointing
out that your password is too simple, and trying to light a
fire under your ass to try to get you to change it.” There are
OC-users who believed the reason for them getting the notification was that the website where the notification appears had
security problems: “[The issue] is [the] website not having
their SSL certificates or the site itself has been detected for
malware and phishing”[OC-user155].

4.3

Data Breach Incidents

Lack of information about the “data breach incidents.”
OC users and participants were unable to find information
about the data breach in which their credentials were leaked.
The information was perceived as important for users to verify
the incident’s authenticity, understand the incident, and act
on it. OC-users and participants wanted information such
as when the breach occurred, where it happened, who was
responsible for the incident, and what measures were taken
by the responsible party as a response to the incident. To
illustrate, OC-user88 stated: “I find it very frustrating that
no additional info[rmation] is provided in regard to the data
breach. I [would] like to know more about the breach, and
how my info was compromised and what logic was used to
determine [that] I need to update passwords. This feels a
bit non-transparent on google’s part.” Another example is
P4, who also wanted to know more about the data breach
regarding where it happened: “I would like to know more
if the data breach happened on any of the trusted websites.
Because they are always the targets. Then, I will definitely
change my password.”
False assumption that the breach occurred on the website on which the notification appeared. Because the source
of the breach was perceived as unclear, OC-users and par-

ticipants started making assumptions that the website where
they received the notification was breached. Although it was
possible that the website issuing the notice was also breached,
this was not always the case. Assuming the source of the
data breach was the website was a misinterpretation. For instance, P6 stated: “I assumed it is because that company’s
information [was] breached, like there was a data breach
and maybe they were held at ransom for people’s personal
information and included their passwords.” P16, who also
had such a misinterpretation, wanted an explanation from the
company who owns the website: “I want to know what the
company did about [the breach incident]. When did they find
out [that] they had a data breach? Why is Google telling me
and why did not the company tell me [about the incident]?”
This misinterpretation led participants to trust the website less and/or stop visiting the company’s website. When
explaining her perception of the website after getting the notification, P16 stated: “I guess I trust them a little less. It makes
me a little more careful about the data I put into different websites. Sometimes, I stopped going to the website altogether.
Sometimes I unsubscribed from the newsletter.”
As a response, OC-users tried to contact the website to
verify the source of the breach. For instance, OC-user123
described her actions: “I contacted the websites that Google
Chrome indicated had my passwords breached. They replied
that my passwords and accounts had NOT been breached and
warned me against this “third party” that was sending me
misinformation perhaps to scam me.”
On the other hand, the organization’s IT support technicians
reported clients had asked about the notification they received
on the website. They believed that misleading information in
3CN had caused unfounded concerns among their clients and
harmed their business. To illustrate, OC-user138 commented:
“I have clients who are now deeply concerned about their
security and they now somewhat distrust our work when they

see a message [about] ‘a data breach on-site’.”
Misunderstandings about Google being breached. By
interpreting the notification, some OC-users misunderstood
that Google was breached. For instance, some OC-user235
stated: “[G]oogle [has been] breach[ed] or it is an affiliate
of theirs. ... Google has cookies everywhere for tracking and
advertising purchases. [I]t is no wonder there are so many
breaches when these companies require and share so much
of our information while charging us to use many of their
services.” This kind of misunderstanding has caused OCusers to stop using some features of Chrome: “If chrome
is going to tell me every few weeks [that I] need to change
passwords then [I] will turn off the save passwords and just
type them in myself from now on. ... [C]hrome is said to be so
safe and now [I] see all my password saved on chrome have
been compromised!!”[OC-user144].
Security Concerns about Google. Because OC-users misunderstood that Google was breached, they expressed security concerns about Google. For instance, OC-user324 commented:“This is a very convoluted feature. Makes me think
Chrome has bad security and gets hacked regularly. ... [It]
seems like a reoccurring problem, and changing the password
will do nothing.” Another OC-user blamed Google for not
keeping users’ passwords safe and complained: “How could
Google keep saying it is safe to store passwords in chrome
while they just had a data breach? how could they have a data
breach of our data and not even spend the effort to publi[sh]
it and explain who, when, where and WHY and what are the
strict mitigation actions they put in place?????”[OC-user47]
As a response to the perception that Google was breached,
OC-users decided to stop saving credentials on Chrome or
avoid using Chrome. To illustrate, OC-user531 remarked: “Is
Google Chrome security THAT frigging weak?? I no longer
want to save passwords to my Chrome account.” OC-user269,
on the other hand, decided to change to another browser because “[on the other browser] I do not need to worry about
“security breaches.”

4.4 Google’s Knowledge of Users’ Compromised Credentials
Lack of explanation of how Chrome finds users’ compromised credentials. Users wanted more clarification about
how Google knows their credentials were leaked. For instance, OC-user108 asked: “Does this mean that [G]oogle
are sending my username/password (even hashed) to a third
site without notification?” This perceived non-transparency
reduced OC-users’ trust in Google: “Google is simple fear
mongering, probably just to convert more users to Chrome.
If [G]oogle truly cared or thought they were being helpful,
they wouldn’t go through great lengths to hide the details of
their operation” [OC-user41]. Participants believed that more
knowledge of how Chrome learns about users’ compromised
credentials could help them build trust in Google and moti-

vate them to take the proposed measures: “[The information]
will increase my knowledge. And if I know [Google] is taking
good care of our data, maybe in the future, I would be more
comfortable sharing information with them” [P10].
False assumption that Chrome learns about users’ plaintext credentials. Poorly informed users formed a hypothesis
that Chrome checks users’ plaintext credentials to facilitate
the 3CN. For instance, OC-user427 stated: “Is Google decrypting [users’ credentials] to compare [them with] known
list of compromised credentials? ... not certain I feel safe
knowing that [G]oogle has a plain text version of my password to process even if it is for my better.”
Misunderstandings about Google checking users’ nonsaved credentials. Some OC-users and participants believed
Google checked their credentials even if they were not saved
in Google accounts. For instance, OC-user521 stated: “If
[G]oogle can find your password online; it means it is reading
and processing your password before encrypting and storing.
I think it is a terrible idea to save passwords on [G]oogle.”
Participants’ past experiences with similar security incidents on Google played a role in this misunderstanding. During the interviews, we carefully explored how users developed
such misconceptions. Previous work suggested that past experiences with similar incidents may reduce users’ perception of
the threat [95]. We, however, found that their past experiences
contributed to participants’ misunderstanding of 3CN. For
instance, P10 explained that she had received a “suspicious
sign-in prevented” email from Google. Through the email,
she learned someone was trying to log in to her account from
an unauthorized device. Based on this previous incident, she
concluded that: “Google keeps tracking of everything you are
doing on your laptop or on your mobile. So, I think nothing is
hidden from Google.”
Privacy concerns about Google’s management of users’
data. Believing Google tracks users’ non-saved credentials,
OC-users and participants raised corresponding privacy concerns. To illustrate, OC-user244 stated: “Why is google tracking what I type for login credentials that I have not saved to
Google? ... Getting the message about a breach might seem
helpful, but considering how the warning came and what
Google has to be doing to issue the warning, it is just really
creepy.” Further, some participants wanted Google to be more
transparent about how users’ data was treated, such as “who
has access to [users’ data] and how easily accessible is it for
someone else?”[P13] and “if users’ data are encrypted or if
[users’ data are] in the cloud or on a server”[P16].
Participants adopted acceptance as the strategy to mitigate
this privacy concern. To illustrate, P11 explained that taking
a trade-off was the reason for not acting to stop Google from
checking all his credentials: “If something is being offered
for free as a service, then you are the product.”
Further, several OC-users believed that Google facilitated
scams by sharing users’ data with other parties. To illustrate, OC-user486 commented: “But, isn’t it kind of fishy that

Google would know that my old useless account was compromised in a data breach, but yet, no way to know which it is.
In other words, Google yet again supports malicious scams
through their services and records data of the [s]ite, email,
and passwords you are creating in real-time.” ... [G]oogle
can now create a database of all email/pass[word] combos
and the sites they are used on, for their users, to then “release”
through planned data breaches to victimize more people.”
Concerns about losing control over own data. Several
OC-users disliked Google checking their credentials without
asking for consent first. For example, OC-user112 remarked:
“Why on Earth does [Google] feel it [i]s appropriate to be doing this password/username background comparison without
asking for explicit consent?” In addition, OC-user453 felt this
default feature took away users’ ability to control their data:
“Almost all other security features are toggleable. It i[s] not
an unreasonable request for this feature to be optional.” OCuser496 believed users should be given more control over their
own data: “My issue is that the user should have the ability
to control Google’s desire to enhance the user’s security!!!”

4.5 Multiple Accounts Being Associated with
One 3CN
Lack of an explanation of why more than one account
was found insecure with one notification. After receiving
one notification, users were surprised to see that there were
many accounts shown to be insecure. When the user’s single
username-password pair was leaked, all accounts that share
the same credentials became insecure. Chrome’s browserbased credential check service examines all the accounts users
saved in their Google accounts. Since people often reuse their
passwords [23, 104], when users receive a notification of a
compromised username-password pair, they most likely will
find a long list of accounts with the same breached credentials.
But there is no explanation about the link between the identified accounts, so users tend to be confused and panicked when
learning that many of their accounts were listed as insecure.
As a result, some OC-users questioned the authenticity of the
breach and resisted changing the passwords: “1 day they are
all fine and the next day 99 passwords are compromised. I
still would like to know how. Because this is a lot of work to
change all these passwords. ... No way someone hacked me
on 90 sites”[OC-user379].
Notifications appear on many websites. Another challenge is that OC-users reported the 3CN pop-up on many
websites. The notification appears when users sign up/log
in to an account with the breached credentials [43]. Suppose users reuse their breached credentials across accounts;
whenever they try to sign in to the accounts, they receive
a notification. However, without such knowledge, OC-users
were confused with many notifications showing up on many
websites: “It pops up for EVERY webpage. I do [no]t want to
live in password paranoia forever”[OC-user46].

4.6

Actions Recommended by 3CN

Lack of information about the severity of the risks. 3CN
was perceived as not communicating the severity of the risks
to users. Such information was perceived as a contributor for
users to take mitigation strategies. Specifically, OC users and
participants wanted to know if it would be a significant risk if
they decided not to change the breached passwords: “I mean,
how risky is it if I do not change my password?”[P13] In
addition, P18 wanted to know if there could be other security
problems by not changing the compromised password: “Is
there a way to put some malware [in my device]? Will it be
possible [that not changing the password] could compromise
even the other sites?” Further, the risk level was perceived as
helpful for users to decide if it is worth making a lot of effort
to change the passwords:“Google is telling me [that] I have
compromised passwords. How serious is this? ... I also really
do not want to have to change my passwords if I do not need
to. Because I have more than a hundred spread across many
forums and sites”[OC-user520].
Lack of justification of recommended actions. Participants wanted more clarification about why changing the password is the best practice and what risks would be avoided
by doing this. Such information could influence their risk
management behaviors. For instance, P6 stated: “I would like
to know if the best you can do is to just change [the password]. Or is it you just do the best you can and then, fingers
crossed, hope for the best situation? ... I think it would be
helpful to know what does [changing the password] actually
mean for users.” Further, participants asked whether and how
changing the password could mitigate the existing damage
(i.e., breached credentials). P22 asked: “If there has already
been a data breach, what is the point of changing the passwords? I would like to know if [the breached credentials] are
completely out of your control at this point or [if] changing
the password can help with that.” P22 was also unclear about
why changing the password was suggested and nothing else:
“... but they only tell you to change the password. That got me
thinking maybe my username is Ok. But if not, why do not
they ask us to change [the username] too?”
Lack of motivation to take the recommended action. OCusers and participants argued that the notification alerted users
about something (i.e., account hijacking) that may not happen.
Therefore, they tend to delay or not take action until harm has
occurred [125]: “I read the message more and realized it was
not saying my account had been compromised. It was just a
warning, like there is a risk [that my account being compromised] may happen. So, I did not change my password”[P7].
Several OC-users shared the same opinion:“Randomly trying
those compromised credentials in an account is like a 1 in
a million shot, more actually, 1 in a billion probably”[OCuser39].
Further, even if an adversary found the accounts with compromised credentials, the damage is perceived to be limited

because users have additional authentication methods set up.
To illustrate, OC-user41 explained: “[A]ny respectable website worth accessing (like a bank’s website) is going to employ [usually multiple] additional traditional authentication
methods - be it pin numbers, one-time passwords, 2-factor
authentication, image recognition, geolocation, device recognition, etc. You can not simply bypass these and gain access
with a simple username and password.”
Unimportant accounts were not worth the effort. Some
OC-users and participants suggested that they change the
passwords for “important accounts.” Such accounts contained
their personal information (e.g., pictures, medical record, social security number, and taxpayer ID number) or financial
information (e.g., “PayPal account” [P14], “HSBC account”
[P17], and “eBay account” [P18]). To illustrate, P11 explained
his process of changing the passwords: “I just went through
the list [of insecure accounts] to see where could I have my
credit card [information] saved. So, if it is like Home Depot,
I probably bought something from [it]. It probably has my
credit card. ... But if it is like a news site. I would just leave it
there.” OC-user180 also decided not to change the passwords
for accounts they did not consider important: “They are not
[the] websites I care about people getting my info. What are
they going to do? Go on Carvana and buy a car for me?”
They further justified their action by indicating that their
passwords for the important accounts were different from
those for non-important accounts (e.g., “Fandom account”
[P3]). Therefore, even if the unimportant accounts were
breached, it would not harm them. However, research shows
that 33% of the time, it was possible to use a common password list and the user’s password created in a “lower level”
account to successfully guess their “higher-level” account
passwords [52]. Therefore, if the passwords of non-important
accounts are public, there is a risk that users’ important accounts could be hijacked.
Challenges in managing new passwords. Participants
struggled with creating new passwords. Through the interview,
we found that participants were uncertain about whether the
new passwords were “good enough” to resist being breached
again. None of the participants recalled receiving any suggestions on Chrome in creating new passwords [44]. Similar to
previous findings [50], our participants used the same strategies to create new passwords, such as making a slight change
to their current password (e.g., adding “!” at the end of their
current password). For instance, P18 explained his strategy
of creating new passwords as using “Same configurations.
Not exactly the same. I just add different stuff. ... I am not
sure if they are more secure. I hope so. ... I would like some
kind of indicators saying that they are strong enough, like
[the password] will not be breached again.” However, participants’ new passwords are most likely vulnerable to credential
tweaking attacks, where the attacker tries different variations
of the leaked password [23, 115].
Lack of instructions for discontinued accounts. OC-

users and participants wanted instructions about what to do
when the accounts were not in use or when they no longer had
access. For instance, P13 had some old accounts that she no
longer used. She did not know the appropriate step regarding
the breached credentials of such accounts: “A lot of these
[accounts] are like 10 years ago, I do not actually use them
anymore. I do not think I have access to them anymore. Now,
you are saying [the passwords] need to be changed. ... I am
not sure what to do. What if I just delete the accounts? Will
that get me in trouble?”

5
5.1

Discussion
Novelty of Our Findings

We have contributed to the body knowledge in four ways.
First, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study
to investigate users’ perceptions of browser-based compromised credential notifications. Specifically, compared to a
notification of breached credentials for a certain account (e.g.,
a Facebook account [95]), we captured the unique challenges
users experienced in managing multiple accounts through a
browser-based password manager. For instance, we discovered that OC-users and participants found it confusing that
they received a 3CN on many websites, and that one 3CN
might indicate that many accounts were in danger (§4.5).
Second, we contributed new findings on users’ challenges
in comprehending data breaches. Prior work regarding data
breaches has focused on exploring people’s familiarity with
the data breaches [4, 110], their perception of the risks caused
by the data breaches [65], and their behaviors after the data
breaches [65, 125]. Our work highlighted the perceived critical information that contributed to users’ comprehension of
the data breach. We also discovered that the missing critical
information played a part in users’ misinterpretation of the
source of the breach. Furthermore, users’ misunderstanding
of the data breach may result in them having unjustifiable
concerns (§4.3). We therefore offer design recommendations
aimed at improving the 3CN design to help users gain an
accurate understanding of it (Recommendation 2 in §5.3).
Third, we not only corroborated previous findings indicating that few users act on the security warnings [40, 99], but
also investigated their reasons for failing to take action and
the challenges they experienced when they did act on a notification (§4.6). We provide suggestions for how notification
instructions can be improved in several ways (§5.4).
Finally, we discovered the privacy and security concerns
that OC-users and participants had regarding the notification
(§4.3 and §4.4). Because of these concerns, they failed to
mitigate the risk effectively. At the same time, the concerns
resulted in some negative perceptions of Google. Recommendation 4 in §5.5 aims to address these concerns.

5.2

Layers of Information

Critical information about the credentials leaks was perceived
as missing from the notification. Prior research on security
warnings has offered many insights into the need to comprehensibly communicate various risks [10, 28], such as the
consequences of not complying with a suggested action [10].
However, we discovered that the 3CN failed to communicate
certain types of critical information to its users (§4.3 to §4.6).
The missing information led OC-users and participants to be
confused and make additional efforts to verify the authenticity
of the risk and the need to take action to mitigate it.
Missing information is not easily accessible. For instance,
an explanation of how Google learns about breaches in users’
credentials is available [45], but this information is not linked
to the process that users go through when responding to 3CN.
In other words, users must search for such details proactively
and may not find what they need.
Recommendation 1: Provide important information
in a layered form. Prior work has suggested that the message in a security warning should specify the underlying risk
clearly [10] but provide only the essential information to avoid
overwhelming users [28,53]. However, previous work in other
fields (e.g., group decision making [123]) has also shown that
having more information improves people’s decision making.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between the amount of information that should be included to enable users to understand
the notification and the perceived effort required to read and
process it. As the information identified as missing was perceived to be essential, we suggest that a notification should
include all such missing details listed in Table 2.
A layered approach has been proposed and evaluated as
a way to present information about privacy and security to
users, such as a privacy notification for IoT devices [21, 30].
The results of previous studies suggest that a layered approach
allows users to obtain prompt, detailed, and accurate information about the privacy protection of an IoT device [21].
A layered approach can potentially provide the following
benefits: First, it would enable the 3CN to convey a large
amount of relevant information to its users without overwhelming them. The initial layer of the notification contains
the most essential information [93]. Subsequent layers would
each provide additional important information (such as the
information we identified as missing in Table 2). The design
for each layer would observe the well-known principles of
risk communication [14, 36], such as using as few technical
words as possible [53]. The pathway from one layer to the
next should be made clear and straightforward [35]. Second,
with all the relevant information linked directly through the
layered approach, users could find the answers to all their
questions without seeking help elsewhere. Another potential
advantage of the layered approach is that it can benefit different types of users (e.g., the tech-savvy and the novice). Each
user could decide how much information they want when

learning about the notification.
However, the huge amount of information [53] may overwhelm (novice) users [28] and possibly push them away from
responding to the notifications. Therefore, the usability and
users’ perceptions of such a layered approach will require
further evaluation.

5.3

Correct and Adequate Understanding

We identified several challenges that users face when understanding 3CN. Knowledge enables both recognition and interpretation to occur [97]. Without knowledge, understanding is
impossible [76, 79]. Therefore, we include our findings of the
knowledge gaps in discussing users’ perceptions of 3CN.
An example is the comprehension of the “data breach.”
Here, three types of challenges emerged: lack of information
about the “data breach,” false assumption of “data breach”
due to being poorly informed, and having misunderstandings regarding the “data breach” (§4.3). Different approaches
may be needed to solve each type of challenge. For the first
type, more information can be provided to users to help them
develop a better understanding of the notification (see our
Recommendation 1 in §5.2).
The second challenge is that users’ lack of knowledge results in misinterpretations. In other words, users were unclear
about certain aspects of the 3CN. They started forming the
wrong assumptions. Providing more information to users can
potentially clear up some of these misinterpretations (Recommendation 1 in §5.2). However, when users have already
formed their own hypotheses, a deeper explanation may be
needed to correct a misinterpretation.
The third challenge is users developed misunderstandings
of certain aspects of 3CN by interpreting the information they
received (e.g., Google is breached §4.3). Getting additional
information about the notification may not be enough to correct these users’ misunderstandings. Once established, mental
models (i.e., users’ understanding of how something works)
can be surprisingly hard to change, even when they are aware
of contradictory evidence [113]. Instead of providing more
information, explaining certain aspects of the notification may
be necessary to dispel such misunderstandings.
Recommendation 2: Consider explaining certain aspects of the notification to dispel the misconceptions. Prior
studies suggest that users may improve their understanding if
a system makes its reasoning transparent, such as its purpose
of accessing a particular type of users’ information [67, 72].
Therefore, we suggest correcting users’ misunderstandings
by providing detailed explanations. For example, instead of
saying that Google does not access users’ plaintext passwords,
C3N can focus on clarifying how Google learns that users’
credentials are leaked without accessing their passwords. This
explanation should be direct and easy to understand without
too many technical terms and jargon [84, 91]. Assessing the
effectiveness of such an approach requires future evaluation.

5.4

Action Recommendations

Instructions that merely suggest changing passwords were
not perceived as helpful. As explained in Section 4.6, OCusers and participants experienced many challenges regarding
taking the recommended action. These challenges resulted in
some OC-users and participants being unsure about whether
to take action, and if so, what that action should be.
Recommendation 3: Provide more details in the instructions. To better help users mitigate the risk of 3CN, we suggest
that more explanations should be provided in the instructions
to justify the necessity of changing the passwords. For example, we recommend explaining why it is necessary to change
the breached password, but not the username, what risks can
or cannot be mitigated by this action, and what risks the user
may face if they do not change their passwords.
Additionally, more instructions could be provided on how
to create new passwords. The focus can be on why a slight
modification of an old password might not be effective in
mitigating the data breach risks [23, 115]. Also, users can be
assisted in understanding the quality of their new passwords
(e.g., through a password strength meter [25, 98]). Other instructions [33] for creating unique passwords, such as not
reusing passwords across accounts [33], could also be helpful
for users. More research is needed to evaluate whether more
detailed explanations in the instructions are more beneficial in
persuading users to act effectively and protect their accounts.
Due to the similarities in the design of instructions provided
by other browser-based PMs (e.g., Firefox Password Manager)
and standalone PMs (e.g., LastPass and 1Password) and the
design of 3CN, we believe we believe Recommendation 3 can
also bring insights into these PMs’ future designs. To illustrate, both Firefox and 1Password ask their users to change
their passwords without providing more details [17, 107],
such as the severity of the risks of not changing the passwords. There is a chance that their users find this instruction
unhelpful as well. We suggest that these PMs also consider
providing more information in the instructions to help their
users better manage their credentials.

5.5

More Control and Data Transparency

Some users’ security and privacy concerns were specifically
related to Google. They criticized the company for having too
much control over users’ data, not being transparent about
managing their data, and facilitating scams (§4.3 and §4.4).
These concerns resulted in some of the OC-users refusing
to use Chrome password manager or abandoning Chrome
entirely. These concerns may be addressed by clarifying how
Google detects breached credentials (see our Recommendation 2 in §5.3). In addition, providing more transparency about
how users’ data is protected might also help mitigate concerns
and build trust in the company [95, 123].
Recommendation 4: Replace the one-or-nothing model

by giving users more control over their data. Another step
further would be to give users the ability to select and deselect
accounts they want to receive notifications about breaches.
Providing greater control to users might help address users’
concerns and build their trust in the company [96, 112]. For
instance, provided they are clear about the possible risks of
certain behaviors (e.g., changing passwords for certain accounts, not changing passwords at all, or slightly changing
passwords) (see Recommendation 3 in §5.4), users could be
given a choice as to whether or not they wanted to be notified
about breached credentials or not. Currently, users can either
get notifications of all accounts with breached credentials or
not get any notifications (by turning off the feature). This
approach clearly does not work for all users. Our proposed
approach could potentially motivate users to manage their
credentials without being bombarded with notifications. However, the effectiveness of the proposed approach would need
to be evaluated in future studies.
Similarly, we found that other PMs (e.g., Firefox Password Manager, LastPass, and 1Password) also check all users’
saved credentials to alert them of compromised ones. Due to
this similar all-or-nothing design, we suggest that these PMs
also consider providing more control to users over deciding
which accounts will receive a notification.
We want to clarify that we reviewed only the UI of other
PMs and identified several aspects of the design similar to
3CN. As our users experienced challenges regarding these
aspects, we believe our Recommendations 3 and 4 to improve
the design of these aspects can also benefit other PMs. However, to what extent our recommendations will benefit the
design of other PMs requires further research.

6

Conclusion

We report the challenges users experience and their concerns
about the Chrome compromised credentials notification. Our
findings suggest that developers consider improving the design of various aspects of the notification to support users in
better protecting their online accounts.
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Appendices
A

How Are the Findings Associated with the Reported Themes?

Figure A.1: A mapping between the core aspects of the app, the challenges and concerns OC-users and participants expressed,
and the themes reported in this manuscript. The contents with a green background represent the themes that were identified by
analyzing online comments, while the contents with a pink background indicate the themes were new themes identified through
interviews.

B

Themes and Related Codes Reported in the Manuscript
Themes

Information Gaps

Misunderstanding of the 3CN

Behavioral response

Reasons for lack of response

Concerns

Expected instructions of response

Perceived (un)important accounts
Strategies to mitigate concerns

Codes
Risks of not changing passwords
Severity of the risks
Other security problems with the 3CN
Whether changing the password is the best option?
What other methods can take?
When did the breach happen?
Where did the breach happen?
Who is responsible for the breach?
Why did the company not notify users?
What had been done as a response to the breach?
Why there is no relevant news about the breach?
Why do users receive so many 3CNs?
Why does one 3CN represent so many insecure accounts?
Why do users receive 3CN even after changing the passwords?
How does Chrome know the about credentials being compromised?
What information does Chrome check (credential or password)?
What breached credentials does Chrome compare users’ credentials with
Does Chrome know users’ plaintext passwords?
Does Chrome check users’ non-saved credentials?
Why is changing the password suggested?
How effective is changing the passwords to mitigate risks?
Why is changing usernames not suggested?
Can changing passwords mitigate existing damage?
The problem behind the 3CN is weak passwords
Google’s strategy to get people update passwords
The website where the 3CN appears has security problems
Google has been breached
Chrome checks users’ plaintext passwords
Chrome checks non-saved credentials
Click 3CN to learn more about it
Disable the feature
Lack of action
Check other online sources to verify the data breach
Email IT professional to learn more about the 3CN
Ask friends/family about 3CN
Search information about 3CN online
Change all compromised passwords
Change passwords for important accounts
Delete stored credentials
Ask help from Google live chat
Change browser
Contact the company where the 3CN appeared
Run virus scan
Intend to sue the company for not protecting data
Changed some passwords then gave up due to too much effort
Stop saving passwords on browser
Decided to use other password managers
Used Chrome suggested password as new passwords
Stop visiting the websites where the 3CN appears
Examined each account and decide whether to change the passwords
Close the notification
3CN looks suspicious/not legitimate
The message on 3CN is unclear/confusing
Belief that no breach occurred
Accounts are not important
Perceived low chance of the account being taken
Perceived low risk even if the account is hijacked
Too much effort to change passwords for unimportant accounts
Notification keeps appearing even after changing the passwords
Unclear about how to deal with discontinued accounts
3CN is alerting about something that has not happened
3CN is exaggerating the risk
Setting up additional protection methods
Believing one should have the right to use any passwords they like
Believing the passwords are complex enough
Do not remember having such a compromised account
The damage is already done
Being too lazy to take action
Google is breached and fails to protect users’ data
Google checks users’ data without asking for permission first
Google shares users’ data with other parties
Losing control over own data
Ways to steal users’ new passwords
How to avoid being breached in the future
How to create new passwords?
Whether newly created passwords are secure enough
Whether it is OK to use the same username
How to deal with accounts that are no longer in use
Whether certain accounts are riskier than others
Whether more methods are needed to increase account security level
Accounts associated with financial information
Accounts associated with personal information
Accept the privacy-utility trade-off

Number of online comments (N)
4
3
3
2
4
5
25
13
3
3
3
19
14
38
30
9
8
4
7
0
0
0
0
7
6
9
16
3
3
6
4
10
8
5
4
12
3
8
13
1
7
6
2
1
3
3
4
2
2
0
0
20
31
8
8
3
2
10
38
3
8
2
8
2
0
0
0
0
23
8
11
12
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Number of participants (n)
2
4
1
3
4
10
8
2
2
1
2
0
0
3
15
3
6
3
5
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
0
3
3
4
2
6
3
2
4
6
2
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
0
1
3
4
5
2
2
0
6
3
2
8
3
3
2
3
5
0
3
1
2
2
0
2
0
0
1
3
6
4
2
2
1
3
9
9
3

Table B.1: Reported Themes and Codes. Themes and codes in pink are identified through interviews. We use “N” to indicate the
number of online comments for each code and “n” to indicate the number of participants.

